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Offices, schools, hospitals and rest homes are intended to provide people with a suitable working, learning and living
environment. By integrating the Healthy Building Concept into the design of a building you aim to create a healthy indoor
environment and minimise the energy needs of that building. Thermal, visual, acoustic comfort and a supply fresh air are
the basic elements for a comfortable indoor environment.

Air quality

It goes without saying that sufficient fresh air is important. Just opening windows is
not enough. You need continuous, controlled ventilation but the main problem with
full mechanical ventilation is the risk of contamination.

Thermal comfort

Thermal comfort means that it is not too hot or not too cold - a pleasant temperature all year round. Of course, this is often subjective and sometimes calls for
personal control. If you have large glass areas, particularly facing south, controlling
the temperature in the summer is not always easy as there is the problem of overheating.

Visual comfort

You need to be able to allow sufficient daylight in without glare or annoying reflections during the day, use pleasant artificial light in the evening and have effective
light exclusion at night. The view outside is also important. When it comes to living
comfort, looking onto a garden is more desirable than gazing at a bare factory wall.

Acoustic comfort

Noise pollution from outside (traffic, industry) or inside (equipment) can cause of
stress in many people.
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For a variety of reasons, many office buildings have
air conditioning.
However, studies have shown that health problems
(sick building syndrome, allergies, etc.) occur more
often in air-conditioned buildings than in those with
natural ventilation.
A number of studies have indicated that 90% of
people prefer natural ventilation instead of an airconditioned building.
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Sustainable construction also ensures the sustainable use of buildings. The search for designs and
techniques that have minimal energy requirements yet maintain user comfort is central to this discussion.
That is where we apply a sound range of principles such as ‘prevention is better than cure’, and fall back
on a few classic building designs and techniques:
• Orientation and arrangement of spaces
• Control of daylight penetration
• Blocking of direct sunlight
• An accessible thermal mass
• Night cooling
• Exploiting solar heat in the cold periods and limiting it in hot periods
• Durable materials
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Air quality & health
Excellent insulation without enough ventilation produces “dead” air in buildings where dust mites, moulds,
viruses, bacteria and even dangerous chemical substances (CO2, CO, radon, VOC) can accumulate.
Each time we breathe in, our lungs could inhale these microscopic particles. They then could pass
through the bloodstream to invade the adipose tissue, kidneys, liver, glands, etc.
Hence why an unhealthy indoor environment can lead to:
• respiratory problems
• dry throat
• burning or irritated eyes
• headaches
• allergies
• lack of concentration
• grogginess
• listlessness
• drowsiness
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Unhealthy office environments in the Netherlands costs the Government and businesses up to 5 billion
euros per year in the Netherlands according to the researchers at SenterNovem; a branch of the Dutch
Ministry of Economic Affairs. In a healthy office environment, productivity is increased on average by 10
to 15%, while absenteeism due to illness decreases.
The research showed that one-quarter of all sickness reports can be traced back directly to a poor office
environment.
RENSON® strives to create well-designed, efficient and sustainable comfort solutions for every situation.
There are Healthy Building Concept® solutions for the construction industry – those who have to implement
them – and the residents – those who will live in them.
Only the best is good enough for those who want a healthy indoor environment. RENSON® for a century
has guaranteed the best solutions and can provide their customers with the vital living and working
conditions needed.
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Healthy Building
®
Concept principle

Comfort criteria for naturally cooled
buildings. Limited number of (office)
hours with temperature higher than 26°C
and 28°C
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Limited
air con
(15%)

RENSON®

English Office

With
full air con

Flemish Office

Energy consumption (kWh/m2 yr)

Energy consumption

Electricity consumption

• Hybrid ventilation
• 45 m³/h/person
• Barely compact

Gas consumption

Final electricity consumption in naturally versus mechanically
cooled offices
Energy consumption (kWh/m2 yr)

The Healthy Building Concept® from RENSON® strives
for a healthy, comfortable indoor environment which
requires minimal energy use in line with the Kyoto
Protocol. The result is an increase in productivity, lower
energy bills and fewer sick days for the people living and
working in that building. The Healthy Building Concept®
is a complete solution consisting of a combination of
the following three elements: basic ventilation, external
sun protection and natural night cooling.

Flemish offices with full air con
Brussels offices with full air con
English offices with full air con
Flemish offices without full airco
IVEG office
WTCB offices PROBE
RENSON office
SDworx office
KfW bank building
English offices without full airco

Electricity consumption

Basic ventilation
Basic ventilation provides good air quality into the building (IAQ or Indoor Air Quality). Sufficient
fresh outside air expels the polluted inside air from the building using the principle of supply,
transfer and extraction.

External sun protection
A building or home with large glazed surfaces facing south can offer many advantages. During
the autumn, winter and spring, you can enjoy the benefits of the incoming sunlight. However,
in the summer this can lead to overheating and throughout the year annoying glare on TV and
computer screens. Structural sun protection and sunscreens can prevent this overheating and
limit the amount of glare. They stop the sun’s rays before they come into contact with the glazed
surfaces and therefore the undesired heat and blinding light from entering the building. And yet you
can still keep that important visual contact with your environment.

Night cooling
The advantage of using a large thermal mass is that it can accumulate excessive heat or coldness
throughout the year. By gradually releasing these temperatures the peaks and troughs in the sun’s
power can be smoothed out so heat can be used and controlled more effectively. Cooling the
building mass with significant natural airflows during the night and using effective shading during
the day can produce those optimal low indoor temperatures for most of the day. The airflows
needed for night cooling are 10 times higher than those for basic ventilation. That is why night
cooling is also called intensive night ventilation.
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Basic ventilation

Invisivent® EVO
RENSON® is expanding its renowned
Invisivent® series with a new model: the
Invisivent ® EVO . The Invisivent ® EVO
consists of a full range of thermally broken,
self-regulating window vents for installation
on the top of aluminium, timber and plastic
windows so that maximum exposure to
natural light is retained.
Its installation on the top of a window,
behind the frame, makes the
Invisivent ® EVO virtually invisible from
outside. On the inside, there is a choice
Futuro

Classico

between a sleek internal flap, the
Invisivent ® EVO Futuro; ideal for modern,
minimalist homes, or a more obvious
internal flap in a slightly rounder design,
the Invisivent ® EVO Classico; for country
cottage homes.

Invisivent® EVO AK33
To keep out the noise one can also opt
for the sound-reducing version of the
Invisivent ® EVO - the Invisivent ® EVO AK33.
An acoustic module (AKR33) can also be
fitted on an existing Invisivent ® EVO . This
means you can add the sound-reducing
module afterwards if required.
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AR75
The AR75 is a thermally broken, self-regulating
glazed in ventilator that can be used in a
variety of situations, while preserving the style
of the building. The AR75 is mounted on to the
transom or on to the glass of timber, PVC or
aluminium window frames.
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Sonovent® + Sonovent® I
The Sonovent® is a thermally broken,
acoustic, self-regulating ventilator for installation on to the transom or on to the
glass. The Sonovent® comes in Small,
Medium, Large and Xlarge, and each
model is available with four different free
areas (10, 15, 20 or 25 mm). This makes
a total of 16 versions that can provide a
solution for any noisy situation (up to 50
dB sound reduction in open position). A
special design is also available with a 36
mm air slot for intensive ventilation: the
Sonovent® I.
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Screenvent® Mistral AK
The storm-proof Screenvent® Mistral AK
was developed by RENSON® to provide
four solutions in one:
1. Self-regulating ventilation




2. Wind-proof sun protection
3. Insect prevention (in the closed position)
4. Noise reduction
(34 dB in the open position)

The Screenvent® Mistral AK allows you


 


to ventilate with the window closed and
keep out draughts with a self-regulating
flap. The Screenvent® Mistral AK is an
upgrade of the renowned Screenvent®
with integrated Fixscreen® technology.
The use of an acoustic material results in
high noise damping.
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Sun protection
External sun protection is needed to control the entry of the sun’s heat. It is not only necessary
for buildings with a lot of glass facing south but also for those with a fair amount of glass on the
western and eastern façades. In the summer, the low morning and evening sun can easily lead to
overheating. Structural external sun protection such as Sunclips®, Icarus® and Loggia®, and windproof sun protection screens such as Fixscreen® and the Fixscreen® Mono AK stop the summer sun
from overheating the building but still allow in the light. As well as being functional, RENSON® sun
protection brings added aesthetic value to the building.
We’ve gathered a lot of information over the years about how sunlight can affect the quality of the
indoor environment. Advisers are now using simulations to demonstrate exactly what happens to
the building. We now know which conditions produce discomfort, so that we can warn architects in
advance to take this into account.

Dimensioning of sun protection
The sun is an important primary source of heat and light.
The design, dimensioning and control of sun protection
are sometimes quite complex.
The sun protection has to be designed so that it reduces
solar heat during the summertime, but obtains the extra
warmth during the wintertime. Natural sunlight must also
be optimally controlled. There must be sufficient natural
light, but no annoying reflections or glare must be avoided. Good regulation is essential.

Sun path
The position of the sun varies from hour to hour and from
day to day. The different positions can be visually presented in a sun path diagram. Each of the sun path curves
depends on the positioning of the globe and can be determined by the latitude and longitude positioning. The sun
path is always based on solar time (highest sun position at
12 noon) and needs to be adapted to the local time zone
and/or the season.
Taking the above into account, together with the orientation of the façade, the exact shading angles can be calculated into the design and size of the sun protection product.
RENSON® has a comprehensive simulation software available to develop the perfect solution for your structural
sun protection project.
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Structural sun protection
Sunclips®
The Sunclips® sun protection system consists mainly of light,
extruded aluminium sun protection blades which can be fitted
continuously or in a frame. Various kinds of sun protection systems can be created using these blades:
below

• Horizontal sun protection
Fitted above windows in south-facing façades; horizontal awnings are the ideal solution for controlling heat entry from sunlight
but without blocking the view. They are the perfect protection in
the summer, when the sun is high. In winter, when the sun is low,
they let warmth into the building.

• Vertical sun protection
Vertical sun protection screens are the ultimate answer when it
comes to preventing overheating in the summer and keeping
out blinding light throughout the year. Permanent sun protection
screens can be chosen for locations where a view is not so
important. The type of fabric used determines the level of
transparency through the screen.
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above

Icarus®
The Icarus® sun protection system consists mainly of extruded aluminium
blades with an aerofoil or block profile, available in widths of 60 (for info: Icarus®
Plano 60) to 480 mm. The shape of these blades makes them extra-strong and
therefore suitable for use where larger unsupported spans are needed. Various
kinds of sun protection systems can be created using these blades.

• Fixed versions
Fixed versions of Icarus® sun protection blades can be used in horizontal (awnings), vertical or fixed sloping applications. These structures can be assembled
in different ways:
1. The blades can be screwed between separate or shared end plates then
attached to the building.
2. The blades can be clipped to a support structure using the patented
Quickfix® system to form a continuous, unbroken line of blades on the
façade of the building.

• Applications with tilting blades
A fixed sun protection system is not suitable in many
situations where sun protection, light entry and a view
are required. Various adjustable systems are available for
these cases, such as a sunshade with tilting blades. This
form of sun protection can be fully closed to protect the
windows from sunlight when the sun is low and when
the sun is higher or on cloudy days, the system can be
opened for a good view outside.

Fixed central
axle (stainless
steel)
Locking ring
(PDM plastic)

Transmission bar
Blade (extruded
aluminium)

Aluminium mullion
(shape depending on
fastening possibilities)
End cap
(cast aluminium)
Bearing (PDM
plastic)

All nuts, screws and bolts in stainless steel
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Structural
sun protection
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Sliding panels
RENSON® sliding panels consist mainly of a wide range of extruded
aluminium profiles.

Patio® panels
Sunclips® and Icarus® Patio® panels are sliding cassettes, in which
Sunclips® or Icarus® blades have
been screwed between vertical
end cap plates.

Loggia® panels
Loggia® panels are frames fitted
with aluminium blades.

Different types of blades can be used in both systems. Depending on the desired shadowing and the required
view, the blades can be positioned at different inclinations and at different blade pitches.
In addition to this wide range of sliding panels fitted with fixed aluminium sun protection blades, panels with
fabric (Loggiascreen® 4FIX) or tilting blades (LG.130/ICA.125M) are now available as well. These sliding panels
can be used in different systems - individual, symmetrical or telescopically sliding systems – and can be fitted
with a manual or motorised controller.
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Vertical sunscreens
Combined with wisely chosen glass, fabric sun protection screens are a perfect compromise between heat control and
light entry. The photometric properties of the glass and the sunscreen, such as the reflection, absorption and transmission properties, help produce the gtot value (the shading coefficient, previously called SC). The gtot value indicates the
shading efficiency of the chosen glass/screen combination. Other fabric properties are the openness factor and the uV
transmission rate.

Fixscreen®
The vertical Fixscreen® was developed by RENSON® and is the first screen in the world that is truly wind-resistant. An ingenious zip system makes the fabric wind-resistant in any position and insect-resistant when closed. It is a simple system
where the fabric is firmly held in the side channels by a special zipped border.

The intelligent Fixscreen® zip system guarantees:
• A wind-resistant screen
Fixscreen® meets European standard EN13561 (wind resistance class 3) – flapping
and tearing fabrics are a thing of the past.
• No creases
The zip principle guarantees a taut and crease-free fabric.
• Effective light control
Fixscreen® stops the sun’s rays before they come into contact with glazed surfaces.
There is no chance of glare or annoying reflections. However you can still keep that
important visual contact with your environment. Depending on the type of fabric selected, various light permeability values are possible.
• Heat and energy control
The Fixscreen® is specially designed to create an optimal indoor environment. It can
be used in the summer to keep out unwanted heat and to reduce the need for cooling
or air conditioning apparatus. Yet in the winter it can be adjusted to allow free heat in.
Depending on the type of fabric selected, various heat protection values are possible.
• Insect protection
Intensive ventilation is possible without allowing insects into your home. There is no
gap between the side channel and screen. A bottom rail is fitted with a sealing strip
so that a perfect seal is made with the sill.
• Silent operation
We guarantee that the bottom rail will not rattle.
• Ease of controllability
A manual or an electric control can be used.
• Simple maintenance
Fixscreen® requires very little maintenance.
• Simple assembly
In front of the window, on the wall (exposed) or on top of the window with or without
the box using mounting brackets.
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• Size up to 22 m2
Fixscreen® 150 is suitable for dimensions of up to 6 m wide or 6 m high (up to 22 m²).
• Joinability
The Fixscreen® 85 and Fixscreen® 100 can both be joined with the added advantage
of a quick and easy fitting on site.
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Being user-friendly and simple to install were key factors during the
development of the Fixscreen ®. The box is self-supporting and is fitted
to the side channels. There are four installation methods:
i n s ta l l at i o n m e t h o d 1

Surface-mounted, outside,
in front of the window

finished
height

i n s ta l l at i o n m e t h o d 4
Exposed, on top of the window, with a
reversed box (standard without front cover)

finished
height

i n s ta l l at i o n m e t h o d 5
Concealed, with brackets (without box)

i n s ta l l at i o n m e t h o d 6

Surface-mounted, inside,
in front of the window

H
finished
height
finished
height
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Vertical sunscreens

The intelligent zip system is also used with our latest design:

Fixscreen® Mono AK
In addition to the advantages of the Fixscreen®, the Fixscreen® Mono AK also
provides maximum thermal and acoustic comfort plus minimal energy loss,
thanks to the low uf value of the box. The Fixscreen® Mono AK is mounted as a
monobloc onto the window. This helps achieve a healthy indoor environment in
terms of visual, thermal and acoustic comfort. It can be perfectly integrated into
your interior design by having the aluminium profile finished in the same colour
as your window set.
This product is available in four versions (small, medium+, large+ and Xlarge+)
depending on the desired acoustic or thermal comfort and the thickness of the
window. This surface-mounted box fits into any type of window: aluminium,
timber or PVC, and can be used for private homes as well as larger building
projects such as hospitals or offices.

technology
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f i x s c r e e n ® m o n o a k x- l a r g e +

fixscreen® mono ak l arge+

fixscreen® mono ak medium+

fixscreen ® mono ak small

Horizontal sunscreens

Topfix®
Topfix® is a zenithal sunscreen that uses a revolutionary tensioning
technique; a combination of our celebrated Fixscreen® technology
and the Dyneema tensioning system. The result is an unrivalled
fabric tension without any flapping or tearing. The product can be
integrated perfectly with your architecture.
This horizontal sunscreen excludes the heat from all horizontal or
sloped glazing such as light panels, skylights and small verandas.
You can also exclude light completely, whether used inside or out,
by fitting a blackout fabric.

Topfix® Max
Topfix® Max is the first horizontal sunscreen with Fixscreen®
technology for very large surfaces. It has been combined
with an integrated tensioning technology to provide an
unrivalled fabric tension and to eliminate the flapping or
tearing of the fabric.
This horizontal sunscreen stops heat from entering through
large light panels, skylights and verandas.
Combined with an internal or externally applied blackout
fabric, the Topfix® max can block out light completely up to
an area of 25 m²!

Nightcooling

RENSON® offers a wide range of louvres for the supply,
transfer and extraction of air through safe, intensive and
natural ventilation. The louvres used for intensive
ventilation are capable of providing a large airflow.
To keep insects out, each louvre is fitted with a stainless
steel insect mesh close to the blades. This allows the
openings between the blades to admit the maximum
amount of air. RENSON® louvres also help keep out
rain, as well as burglars, and require minimal
maintenance. The principle of night cooling can be
used in private homes, commercial (offices, hospitals,
schools, etc.) and industrial buildings (for example
integrated into inter-departmental doors).

432
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supply
Surface-mounted louvre type 432
This type of louvre is placed on the outside
of the window. It serves mainly as a safe
alternative to an insect screen. These louvres
can be temporary (e.g. only in summer) or
permanent. The window behind the louvre
can be tilted or slid opened during the
night. The windows can also be controlled
automatically (centrally or individually). The
414

414 ( va )

physical free area is 43%. A shorter blade,
type 8S, is available as an option to provide a better view or to let in more light.

Glazed-in louvre type 414 (VA)
This permanent louvre replaces the glass in the window. The airflow through the
louvre can be constant (standard version), adjustable using a slider (VA) or an
integrated aluminium door. The louvre is fitted in the same way as double-glazing.
The physical free area is 43%.

Glazed-in louvre type 424 (VA)
424

424 ( va )

This type is similar to type 414 and also replaces the glass in the window. The main
difference is that this louvre has a larger blade that increases the physical free area
from 43% to 49%.

Glazed-in louvre type 428 (VA)
This type is similar to type 414 and also replaces the glass in the window. It
has chevron section blades ensuring a non-transparent and non-penetrating
construction. The physical free area is 43%.
In addition to these basic versions, RENSON® also offers these special solutions:
sliding panels, flap vent shutters and accordion louvre shutters (which combine
intensive ventilation with sun protection).
428

428 ( va )
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Nightcooling
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Transfer
Intensive natural ventilation
also requires the transfer
of air. Door louvres from
RENSON® can be used if
it is not possible to leave
doors open at night.

Extraction
In the case of chimney
ventilation, the air can be
extracted in a safe and
aesthetic manner using a
continuous louvre system
or a turret. In the case
of cross or single-sided
ventilation, the air can be
extracted using the same
types of louvres used in the
air supply.
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Project 1:
Renson ® Headquarters
General

As a specialist in natural ventilation and sun protection RENSON® has built its landscape office according to our Healthy
Building Concept®. The most innovative ventilation concepts were used in combination with Icarus® and Fixscreen®
external sun protection. In 2003 the building was nominated for the Belgian Building Award and was crowned with the
“Aluminium Environment Award”. In 2009 the building was crowned again with the “Green Good Design Award”.

RENSON
in the morning

during the day

in the evening

Temperature (°C)

Outside temperature
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Landscape office

Reception

Principle
Basic ventilation
Basic ventilation is permanently guaranteed by a supply
of fresh air via flap vents. The acoustic Invisivent®
AK39 and the THM90 was installed above the supply
windows for nighttime ventilation. The air exits through
the passive stacks in the roof.

External sun protection
Durable and adjustable external sun protection is found
on the SW façade with Icarus® (tilting) blades and on
the SE façade with Fixscreen® . They both ensure that
the building does not absorb too much of the sun’s heat.

Night cooling
Night cooling is used to cool down the inside air and
the thermal mass (concrete) of the building during the
warmer months. During the day, the cooled thermal mass
cools the inside air and reduces the ceiling’s radiant
heat. Around the building, horizontal blades (RENSON®
Linius® type L.066) are provided in front of the glass
façade. Behind the blades there is an insect screen and
then windows that are opened and closed according
to the Building Management System (this depends on
temperature, wind, etc.).
Passive stack ventilation ensures that the hot air leaves
the building through the 15 RENSON® turrets in the roof.
These passive stacks also have automatically opening and closing windows.
The combination of nightcooling, sun protection and basic ventilation provides a comfortable, low-energy and healthy
building … The Healthy Building Concept®.
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Project 2:

The Eole Building
in Brussels
IgRETEC, the owner and architect, wanted this building to be ‘an epitome of attention for the
environment’. The finish result met this expectation without any doubt.
RENSON® Sunclips® blades protects the building against overheating. Intensive ventilation provides
natural night cooling with a motorised valve.
A manual acoustic grille was installed in each office to provide hygienic ventilation during the day
despite the proximity of the airport. They ensure a healthy indoor climate with comfort and quality
guaranteed.
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Basic ventilation Sonovent®

External sun protection Sunclips®
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Project 3: The Central
Hospital in Mouscron
The Central Hospital in Mouscron has more than 1,000 employees and admits approximately 10,000 patients a year.
Roughly 10,000 outpatient treatments take place and more than 100,000 polyclinic visits.
When designing the new main building, the management and architect’s firm Van Oost put focus on the comfort and
wellbeing of patients, visitors and employees.
RENSON® THM90 window vent ensure good air quality is supplied to the rooms without draughts. Sufficient fresh
outside air expels the polluted inside air out of the building using the principle of supply, transfer and extraction.
RENSON® 431 surface-mounted louvres were integrated into the outer wall. During the night the windows behind the
grilles are left open so that large quantities of air can cool the building and the accessible thermal mass (concrete).
This night cooling means that the temperature during the summer months is kept optimal without using energyintensive air-conditioning units.
Access to natural light and contact with the surroundings was an important feature when designing the building.
However overheating and annoying reflections wanted to be minimised. External sun protection was used to ensure
that this did not occur and light and visual contact with the outside environment was not compromised.
The management of the hospital therefore chose RENSON® Icarus® Aero 200 Quickfix aluminium blades with an
aerofoil profile. Besides the functional aspect these blades also gave the building an aesthetic added value.
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Basic ventilation THM90

Night cooling Louvre 431

External sun protection Icarus® Aero 200 Quickfix
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Project 4:
Amazon Greenhouse
at Lunaret Zoo
The Amazon Greenhouse at Lunaret Zoo in France is 2,600 m² large. The Greenhouse accommodates
seven different climate zones and five biotopes.
Different requirements made this project a real challenge. A stable temperature had to be maintained
(between 22 and 26 °C) and a constant moisture level (needed for the survival of the exotic plants and
animals) despite there sometimes being extreme weather conditions outside (heat waves, cold and strong
winds in the winter, etc.). Each product was therefore selected with care, without losing sight of the
aesthetic aspect.
Architect Gilles Chrétien chose Icarus® Aero 200 blades from RENSON® to control the greenhouse effect.
These were fixed on the south side while it was movable on the west side in order to account for the
varying seasonal angle of incidence from the sun.
Type 425 ventilation louvres were fitted at regular distances in the lower part to ensure that there was a
natural air supply and that large air volumes could be controlled.

	IC Aero 100	IC Aero 125	IC Aero 150	IC Aero 200	IC Aero 250 	IC Aero 300	IC Aero 360	IC Aero 400	IC Aero 480	IC Plano 60	IC Plano 150	IC Plano 200
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Basic ventilation

External sun protection

Louvres 425

Icarus® Aero 200
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Project 5: The Elithis
Tower In Dijon
Elithis Tower: provides 5,000 m² offices with positive energy in Dijon ;
this building produces more energy than it consumes.
The Elithis Tower in Dijon intended to be one of the most ecological buildings
in France. “With positive energy” this building hoped to produce more energy
than it consumes. It houses the head office of Elithis, an engineering office.
This project, designed by the architect JeanMarie Charpentier, reduced the
production of greenhouse gases by factor 4. To achieve this factor materials
used during the construction of this building were “intelligent and respect[ful
of] the environment”.
The structure of the building is provided with pillars and beams consisting of
a mix of wood and steel to reduce the quantity of concrete needed. Insulating
tiles based on wood fibers were used along with aluminium sheets of metal
on the outside and double-glazing windows filled with argon. The roof was
also provided with photovoltaic roof tiles.
RENSON® contributed 288 AK80 vents to provide controlled (five positions)
natural ventilation during the night. The purpose of these vents was to create
a comfortable environment and to save energy. The vents are also noise
damping, so that they can be opened during the day.
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Basic ventilation
AK80

Night cooling
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Other applications of the HBC
1. San Francisco Federal Building
The shape and orientation of the San Francisco Federal Building maximises the natural airflow for cooling and
ventilation and uses the most of the natural light for its offices.
Climate control
The new San Francisco Federal Building uses the moderate local
climate to guarantee a comfortable indoor climate with lower
energy consumption. The “Building Automation System” (BAS)
controls and monitors all of the mechanical equipment including
the lights. This system open and closes windows, ventilation
louvres and screens depending on the inside temperature and
the weather conditions. During the night the BAS opens the
windows to release the heat and to cool the heavy concrete
thermal mass. During the day this cooled thermal mass will then
absorb the heat.
These properties, combined with a number of other energysaving measures, ensure significantly lower amounts of energy
are consumed in comparison with conventional commercial
buildings in the United States.

Location: 90 7th Street, San Francisco, California, United States
of America 94103
Building owner: United States General Services Administration
Region 9
Ground surface area: 0.8 hectare
Size: 56205 m2
Employees: 1500
Design: 2000 - 2003
Construction: 2003 – 2007
Architect’s ofﬁce: Morphosis
Awards: 2008 AIA San Francisco Design Award / 2008 GSA Design Honor Award for Architecture
2008 GSA Design Awards Citation in Sustainability
2007 Zumtobel Group Award for Sustainability and Humanity / 2007 Los Angeles AIA Honor Award
Photographer : Roland Halbe

Ventilation (heating/air-conditioning)
Electrical equipment
Lights
Hot water

FLOORS 6-18

SF FEDERAL TOWER

36,9

27,5***
****
kBtu/S
u/SF/y
F r*
F/y

kBtu/S
kBt
u F/y
F/yr

TITLE 24
BUILDING

kBtu/SF/yr**
r*

square footage excludes annex building,
server rooms & the elevator machine
room
** source: CA Commercial End Use Survey,
Itron, Inc prepared for the California
Energy Commission, March 2006,
report CEC-400-2006-005, “Large office
building” category
*** assuming optimal use of natural lighting
and HVAC (lights on 30% of time in
the open office spaces; 80% of time in
enclosed office and conference spaces;
100% of time in lobbies)

AVERAGE CA
BUILDING

*

k u/SF/yr*
kBt

55,
58

SF FEDERAL TOWER

82,4
4

Total savings = 6.9 Million kWhr/year
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2. The Deichtor Office Building
This 10-floor Deichtor building is located between the “Speicherstadt” business district and the futuristic “Hafencity”
in Hamburg. The Deichtor office building is a naturally ventilated building and uses cost effective heating, ventilation
and lights.
The building consists of four large winter gardens and two four-floor high lobbies and a climate façade. Simulations
were used to demonstrate that the selected thermal concept could guarantee acceptable, comfortable summer
temperatures without mechanical ventilation or cooling. The volume of the atriums and halls and the internal heavy
concrete structure were key elements.
Atmospheric pressure and temperature variations inside ensure that a thermal effect constantly moves air through
the atriums, therefore supplying the office spaces with sufficient amounts of air refreshment. The passive stack
effect brings fresh air from the cooler north side of the building through and up through the roof while partly opened
sliding windows allow effective night cooling by drawing cool air through the offices.
The bare concrete structure, ceilings, floor plates and columns in the offices provide the necessary thermal mass to
ensure that pleasant temperatures are felt all year round. These factors allow the heating and ventilation costs of the
Deichtor office building to be much lower than those of a traditional building.

Location: Oberbaumbrücke 1, 20457 Hamburg, Germany
Building owner: Becken Investitionen + Vermögensverwaltung,
Architect: BRT Architekten,
Size: approx. 24.000m2
Construction: 8/2000-5/2002
Awards: 2000, 2nd Prize
Photographer : Joerg Hempel
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CSI

- Customised Solutions through Innovations

The RENSON® project team develops creative project-specific solutions. RENSON® teams up with architects,
engineers and building owners to customise its products to the needs of each individual project. RENSON® always
works with prototypes (table models, site models, photos) and only proceeds with production after approval.
RENSON® offers the necessary guidance for initial assembly and installation.

Westkaai Kattendijkdok
Project : Kattendijkdok • Residential
Product : Fixscreen ®
Application : Sun protection
Architect : Diener & Diener Architekten/
ELD Partner Ship
Place : Antwerp, BE
Photographer : Dirk Busschaert
The architect wanted to use discreet, easily removable, windproof Fixscreens in these two prestigious towers. Cooperation
with the façade builder and the architect ensured that everyone’s wishes were taken into account. This resulted in the
discreet, concealed installation of the fabric roller and side channel, even with large screen sizes.
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HirschmannPlug

HirschmannPlug
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Dienstencentrum Almere
Project : Dienstencentrum Almere • Community centre
Product : Fixscreen ®
Application : Sun protection
Architect : INBO Architecten
Place : Almere, NL
Photographer : Dirk Busschaert
In close cooperation with the architect, the RENSON® project team
developed special brackets for installing the windproof Fixscreen® on a
curtain wall, with a limited fitted height in the false ceiling which allows
the fabric roller to be removed from the outside.
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renson ®

-

your partner for ventil ation and sun protection

Since 1909 RENSON ® has had an abundant history in innovation and experience therefore is profiling itself as the
undisputed European market leader in natural ventilation and sun protection. Our Headquarters are located in a
remarkable building in Waregem (Belgium). The building itself is a working example of our Healthy Building Concept ®
and functions as a prototype, exhibiting our technological expertise. In 2003 the building was nominated for the Belgian
Building Award, crowned with the “Aluminium Environment Award”, and in 2009 the building was crowned again with the
“Green Good Design Award”.
RENSON ® ’s mission is to continually develop, produce and sell unique and innovating products for natural ventilation
and sun protection. Our main objective is to improve the living or working conditions for those using the buildings and
to reduce their energy bills. RENSON ® combines comfort and energy efficiency with architecture in order improve the
health of the users.

renson® has it all

:

• Our multidisciplinary R&D department co-operates with leading European research organisations for a complete range of
innovative concepts and products.
• Our automatic powder coating installation, anodisation unit, moulding centre, plastic injection moulding facilities, assembly
department and warehouse are all positioned within an area of 75,000 m2. This type of vertical integration allows RENSON ®
to ensure the consistent quality of all its products.
• RENSON ®’s headquarters, sales and marketing department and its production plant are located in Belgium, but we also
have plants and offices in France and in the UK . RENSON ® has sales representatives active all over Europe and has set up
a network of distributors throughout the world. More than 65 employees are available to support and advise you on the spot;
that is why we can offer you a more reliable back-up and in-depth follow-through than our competitors.
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RENSON ® reserves the right to make technical changes to the products shown.
The latest brochures may be downloaded from uk.renson.eu
Coordinates of architects mentioned in this brochure available on request.

RENSON ® Headquar ters • IZ 2 Vijverdam • Maalbeekstraat 10 • 8790 Waregem • Belgium
Tel. +32 (0)56 62 71 11 • Fax +32 (0)56 60 28 51• info@renson.eu • uk.renson.eu
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• The diversity and capability of our staff can guarantee the correct solution for each individual building project. The creation of
valuable long-term relationships with construction specialists is our priority. We devote all of our creative resources into costefficient solutions, tailor-made for each ventilation and sun protection project.

